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What if you could save the 
data?
Endangered Data Week &







● 02 January 2017: HR 05 - Remove requirement for long-term data analysis for ACA 
costs ¹
● 24 January 2017: EPA cuts climate change page from website ²
● 03 February 2017: USDA blacks out animal welfare data ³
● 08 March 2017: HR 1430 -- Honest and Open New EPA Science Treatment Act 4
Some background
● July 2018: Urgent Investigation of Destruction of Records on Family Separation 
Crisis 1


















Promote care for endangered collections by:
● publicizing the availability of datasets
● increasing critical engagement with them, including through visualization and 
analysis
● encouraging political activism for open data policies
● fostering of data skills through workshops on curation, documentation and 
discovery, improved access, and preservation






But they aren’t going 
away
Data continuity 
is on the line
Lives are on the 
line





● Public awareness increases sense of ownership and understanding of value
● Serves as the foundational “Why” that guides conversations on what to save and 
how to save it
Awareness
● Tailored to your community need
○ What data is important to you and your patrons
■ Can be alienating, confusing if data is too big or too removed from audience needs
○ What important details can you convey about the data and its value
○ Consider spectrum of abilities necessary for accessing and understanding data
Awareness — Maryland
Maryland Open Data Portal
● https://opendata.maryland.gov/








Data.gov - Open data portal for federal government agencies
● https://www.data.gov/
Federal Register - official resource on federal Laws; presidential documents; 





● A lot of users need specialized instruction to work with and understand data
● Not all librarians have in-depth data skills
● But most of us work with data in some capacity or another
○ Genifer Snipes, “Everyone’s a data librarian now”
Skills-based literacy
● Data concepts & languages (CSV, TSV, XML, JSON)
● Programming languages & skills (Python, Git)
● Data visualization (Tableau, R)
● Webscraping, data collection & data preservation (ad hoc approaches & workflows, 
BagIt1, checksums)
● Data assessment & interpretation (Open Refine, Excel)
Skills-based literacy
● Helpful to present skills in task-oriented context
○ “I want to read this NOAA data so I can understand what it is saying about carbon emissions”
○ “I want to make graphs from this NASA data that displays ocean temperatures over time”
● Be familiar enough with the technologies you are teaching to be able to answer a 
wide array of questions
● If you are providing users with computers or applications, make sure they work!
Data preservation initiatives
● Initiatives can get you started without having to develop a full program from 
scratch
● Contributing helps to increase the scope and diversity of preserved data
● Can accommodate a wide range of skills (zero technical skills ←→ highly technical)














● While data preservation is very important, proactive development of data policies 
and regulations is equally important
● Regulatory infrastructure defines much of governmental practice around data 
collection, preservation, and dissemination
● Engaging with legislators and the community on governmental data practices, 







What can I do?
● Start planning early
● Review existing EDW resources
https://github.com/endangereddat
aweek/resources 
● Add events to EDW web page 
https://endangereddataweek.org/ 
Less of an event, 
more of a lifestyle

